
The First “11.11” Single’s Day League of Legends Contest! 

I. Registration 

Register before October 28 (Wednesday) 5:00 pm 

Participants: Open to all UR Undergraduates 

Registration: Through Wechat (rochestercsa), E-mail, or 

WordPress! 

 Be sure to register in a team of 5-7 players (up to two 

substitutes but you don’t have to have one) 

 During registration, each team must select a team name. In the interest of fairness, 

team names will be locked in and cannot be changed/altered afterwards.  

 During registration, gamerIDs of all team players must be submitted and are 

advised not to be changed 

 All players on the team must have a valid UR ID, which may be checked at 

discretion of organizers 

Teams will be notified about tournament status and invited on Thursday October 29 to draw for 

first round.( location pending) 

First Round: Friday, October 30—Thursday, November 5  

Second and Third Round: Friday, November 6—Wednesday, November 11. 

Semifinals: Friday, November 13 

Finals: Saturday, November 14 (BO3) 

II. Competition Rules 

1) All games excluding the finals are as per ‘Best of One’ strategy, in other words a death 

match. All matches (except finals) may employ the use of online communication such as 

but not limiting Skype, QQ, Facetime, Google hangout, etc. Before the game begins, 

verbal/video confirmation will be used to show all parties are present and game will abide 

fair play rules. (Teams are forbidden to change members unless a member is absent and a 

proxy has been approved by organizers.) The competition will be overseen by a refereeing 

committee consisting of a CSA official and a panel of nonplayers. The committee reserves 

the right to listen into both team’s dialog as a passive observer (to maximize fairness) 

Final rounds will take place as per ‘Best of Three’ consecutive games (Venue-to be 

decided) 

mailto:rochestercsa@gmail.com?subject=Single's%20Day%20League%20of%20Legends
https://urcsa.wordpress.com/lolegends/


2) The game mode is a Ban/Pick custom game mode. Both red and blue teams will be 

determined by a coin toss (or equivalent). Players require a US server based account. Once 

the game has begun, players involved may not quit until the end. Players are responsible 

for getting their own heroes, runes, masteries. Route positions can be freely adjusted in the 

hero selection menu. Each team is allowed to stop the game twice for up to the duration of 

5 minutes.**Note 

3) Each team (of five players) can substitute up to two players before video confirmation of 

the game. 

4) Parties us appear on the specified competition date or risk forfeiture. Negotiations can be 

made should schedule be inconvenient and determined by a vote by the two teams. 

5) If one team doesn’t show up at scheduling time, the other team wins automatically. 

6) Single’s Day League of Legends, after everything is a friendly competition. We would like 

to adopt a ‘let’s all be friends’ principle and enjoy the challenge. Please follow by the rules 

and help us create a fun gaming environment. GG! 

**Note: Should the game stall due to wifi lag or computer failure, a referee must be notified 

immediately to temporarily pause the match. Spamming pause or purposefully halting game 

progress without due cause may result in disqualification. 

Outcome of the tournament is declared by CSA e-board member and ranking will be updated in 

real-time. 

 

  

  


